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ABSTRACT: The presence of An and AnTn tracts in double-helical sequences perturbs the structural properties
of DNA molecules, resulting in the formation of an alternate conformation to standard B-DNA known as
B′-DNA. Evidence for a transition occurring prior to duplex melting in molecules containing An tracts
was previously detected by circular dichroism (CD) and calorimetric studies. This premelting transition
was attributed to a conformational change from B′- to B-DNA. Structural features of An and AnTn tracts
revealed by X-ray crystallography include a large degree of propeller twisting of adenine bases, narrowed
minor grooves, and the formation of three-centered H-bonds between dA and dT bases. We report UV
resonance Raman (UVRR) and CD spectroscopic studies of two related DNA dodecamer duplexes,
d(CGCAAATTTGCG)2 (A3T3) and d(CGCATATATGCG)2 [(AT)3]. These studies address the presence
of three-centered H-bonds in the B′ conformation and gauge the impact of these putative H-bonds on the
structural and thermodynamic properties of the A3T3 duplex. UVRR and CD spectra reveal that the
premelting transition is only observed for the A3T3 duplex, is primarily localized to the dA and dT bases,
and is associated with base stacking interactions. Spectroscopic changes associated with the premelting
transition are not readily detectable for the sugar-phosphate backbone or the cytosine and guanosine
bases. The temperature-dependent concerted frequency shifts of dA exocyclic NH2 and dT C4dO vibrational
modes suggest that the A3T3 duplex forms three-centered hydrogen bonds at low temperatures, while the
(AT)3 duplex does not. The enthalpy of this H-bond, estimated from the thermally induced frequency
shift of the dT C4dO vibrational mode, is approximately 1.9 kJ/mol or 0.46 kcal/mol.

DNA molecules containing oligo(dA)‚oligo(dT) tracts have
been shown to exhibit unusual physical properties, including
reduced electrophoretic mobility compared to random sequences and fast overall rotational relaxation (for reviews,
see refs 1 and 2). These physical properties of the DNA were
attributed to sequence-induced curvature, caused by the
presence of the oligo(dA)‚oligo(dT) tracts. Maximal bending
occurs when the tracts are approximately half the length of
a helical turn and are repeated in phase with the DNA helix
(1). These types of sequences first observed in kinetoplast
DNA have subsequently been observed at the origin of
replication of prokaryotic and eukaryotic DNA, suggesting
that sequence-induced curvature of DNA may play a
functional role in biological processes (3).
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X-ray crystallographic characterization of relatively short
DNA duplexes containing A tracts has shown that the A tract
region has a narrowed minor groove and is relatively straight
and rigid (4-6). The large propeller twisting observed for
the adenine residues within the A tracts themselves accounts
in part for the observed rigidity (7). The X-ray crystal
structures of oligo(dA)‚oligo(dT) and AnTn tracts reveal that
this propeller twisting of the adenine residues may be
stabilized by the formation of a cross-strand three-centered
H-bond between the exocyclic N6 amino group of the
adenosine and the C4 carbonyl group of the thymidine
residues (Figure 1) (4, 6, 8). NMR characterization of a DNA
duplex containing an A3T31 tract detected elevated activation
enthalpies and entropies of amino group rotation for the
central A5 residue, consistent with the formation of a threecentered H-bond (9). More recently, an NMR structural
determination of an A tract-containing sequence has also
yielded interstrand distances indicative of bifurcated H-bond
formation (10).
The level of DNA curvature associated with An and AnTn
tracts is markedly reduced at higher temperatures, as shown
1 Abbreviations: UVRR, ultraviolet resonance Raman; CD, circular
dichroism; A3T3, 5′-CGCAAATTTGCG-3′; (AT)3, 5′-CGCATATATGCG-3′; MWCO, molecular weight cutoff; EDTA, N,N,N′,N′-ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid; Tm, melting temperature.
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FIGURE 1: Schematic representation of the A tract region of the
A3T3 dodecamer duplex depicting the three-centered H-bond among
A5, T20, and T19. The Watson-Crick H-bond between A6 and
T19 is also shown. This diagram was made using Weblab Viewer
Lite and the X-ray crystallographic coordinates of Edwards et al.
(6) (NDB entry BDL038).

by a reduction in the degree of anomalous gel migration
behavior. Other evidence for a reduced level of curvature is
obtained from electron microscopy, NMR, and rotational
dynamic studies, which were also suggestive of a conformational change with an increase in temperature prior to the
conversion to single strands (11). Energetically, a DNA
decamer containing an A4T4 tract (12) and longer DNA
molecules containing homo dA‚dT regions (13, 14) exhibited
broad premelting transitions, centered at 35 °C. These
transitions were primarily observed by differential scanning
calorimetry and CD spectroscopy (12, 14). The premelting
transition is distinct from the global melting of the duplex
and was attributed to the conversion of the DNA molecules
from a B′ or bent form of DNA to B-form DNA.
More recently, the premelting state of poly(dA)‚poly(dT)
has been characterized by UV resonance Raman spectroscopy
(UVRR) (15). In this study, melting of the homopolymer as
monitored by UVRR was compared with that of the
alternating copolymer poly(dA-dT)‚poly(dA-dT), which is
not expected to form three-centered H-bonds because of the
alternating sequence of adenosine and thymidine residues.
This study revealed that the thymidine C4dO vibrational
modes of the homopolymer shift in frequency over the
temperature range of the premelting transition. This frequency shift was indicative of an increase in the force
constant or bond order of the C4 carbonyl group, consistent
with a decrease in H-bond strength. Comparable frequency
shifts were not detected with the alternating copolymer,
suggesting that the low-temperature structure of poly(dA)‚
poly(dT) contains propeller-twisted adenosine residues that
form three-centered H-bonds (15). Furthermore, the observation of this feature at low temperatures and the disappearance
at higher temperatures is suggestive of a correlation with
DNA bending (1).
In the investigation described here, we have examined
these structural and energetic features in two DNA dodecamers, which have been characterized by X-ray crystallography
(5, 6, 16). These dodecamers, 5′-CGCAAATTTGCG-3′ and
5′-CGCATATATGCG-3′ [hereafter termed A3T3 and (AT)3,
respectively], have the same base composition and, at the 5′
and 3′ ends, the same base sequence. Most significant is the
fact that in the central 6 bp region the A3T3 dodecamer
contains an AnTn tract while the (AT)3 dodecamer contains
alternating A-T residues. Using UV resonance Raman and
circular dichroism spectroscopic methods, we have charac-
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terized the premelting and melting transitions of these two
DNA duplexes.
A tract-dependent curvature has been described as a
cooperative phenomenon, which is dependent on DNA length
(17). In this study, we examine the structure and energetics
of a sequence which contains only one short A3T3 tract,
which is not expected to exhibit significant cooperativity.
The results are compared with those obtained previously on
a longer A tract (15). The UVRR and CD results reveal a
premelting transition centered at 35 °C for the A tractcontaining duplex. The temperature-dependent frequency
shifts of the dT carbonyl and dA amino functional groups
detected by UVRR and previously observed for the homopolymeric (dA)‚(dT) species are observed in the A3T3
dodecamer, suggesting that the molecular basis of the B′DNA structure is comparable in short and long A tracts. In
addition, by comparing such well-defined molecular systems,
we have been able to quantitatively characterize the relative
strength of the putative three-centered H-bond and assess
its energetic contribution to the premelting transition and
stabilization of AnTn tracts.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Purification of Oligonucleotides. Oligonucleotides were
synthesized in 1 µmol quantities (Integrated DNA Technologies). Tritylated oligomers were purified as previously
described (18). Deblocked and desalted oligomers were
purified by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (19). Oligonucleotides were purified to >98% purity as judged by
analytical gel electrophoresis. Prior to the spectroscopic
experiments, the oligonucleotides were dialyzed extensively
against the desired buffer in a Spectra-por microdialyzer with
a 1000 MWCO membrane. To prepare duplexes, samples
were heated at 95 °C in a water bath for 5 min and cooled
slowly to room temperature. Once samples were cooled to
5 °C, they were maintained at that temperature through all
manipulations until the melting experiments were performed.
Circular Dichroism. For circular dichroism (CD) measurements, samples were dialyzed against a 1.0 M Na+ buffer
containing 10 mM sodium cacodylate and 10 µM Na2EDTA
(pH 7.0). The Na2EDTA concentration was decreased to
minimize the absorbance below 220 nm. CD spectra were
measured on an AVIV model 62A DS spectrometer with a
Peltier temperature controller. Spectral scans were measured
from 320 to 210 nm with a bandwidth of 1.0 nm and a 5 s
averaging time. Samples were equilibrated at 0 °C for 15
min. The equilibration time for subsequent temperatures was
2 min. CD melts were measured at five distinct wavelengths.
These melts were performed using a 0.5 °C step and a 1
min equilibration time. The averaging time was 10 s. To
account for differences in concentration, CD spectra measured in millidegrees were converted to molar ellipticity (∆
) L - R) in units of inverse molar per centimeter. CD
spectra taken before and after the melting process were
essentially identical, indicating a reversible process.
UltraViolet Resonance Raman Spectroscopy. The UV
resonance Raman spectrometer has been previously described
(18, 20). Oligonucleotides were examined at a concentration
of 1.0-1.25 × 10-4 M in a solution containing 10 mM
sodium cacodylate (pH 7.0) and 0.3 M Na2SO4. The Na2SO4 acts as an internal frequency and intensity standard.
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FIGURE 2: UV resonance Raman spectra of the A3T3 duplex
obtained with 260 nm excitation. Spectra were obtained at the
indicated temperatures and normalized to the intensity standard Na2SO4 at 981 cm-1. The DNA concentration was 1.46 × 10-4 M in
a 10 mM cacodylate buffer (pH 7.0) containing 0.3 M Na2SO4.

FIGURE 3: UV resonance Raman spectra of the (AT)3 duplex
obtained with 260 nm excitation. Spectra were obtained at the
indicated temperatures and normalized to the intensity standard Na2SO4 at 981 cm-1. The DNA concentration was 1.35 × 10-4 M in
a 10 mM cacodylate buffer (pH 7.0) containing 0.3 M Na2SO4.

Samples were contained in a cylindrical quartz cuvette with
a diameter of 0.3 cm (NSG Precision Cells) and were stirred
continuously. The temperature at the sample was maintained
with an aluminum block cell holder and a circulating bath
and was monitored with a Cu-constantan thermocouple at
the block. Each spectrum results from 0.5 h of data collection
acquired in three cycles of 10 min each. Samples were
characterized by UV-vis absorption spectroscopy and
analytical gel electrophoresis before and after UVRR spectroscopy; no evidence of degradation was observed.

Table 1: Duplex Melting Temperatures (°C) of A3T3 and (AT)3

RESULTS
The 260 nm-Excited UVRR Spectra. (1) Intensity Changes.
Using an excitation wavelength of 260 nm, the melting of
the A3T3 (Figure 2) and (AT)3 (Figure 3) duplexes has been
monitored using UVRR spectroscopy. At this excitation
wavelength, dA and dT residues contribute most strongly to
the observed spectrum (21). As the temperature is increased
from 5 to 90 °C, the intensity of all the UVRR modes
increases substantially as measured relative to the internal
intensity standard, Na2SO4 at 981 cm-1. Base stacking
interactions, which give rise to absorption hypochromism,
also lead to the suppression of resonance Raman intensities
because the intensities are proportional to the electronic
absorption at the excitation wavelength. The two most intense
modes in the 260 nm-excited spectra occur at 1335 and 1485
cm-1 and experience the greatest change in intensity with
increasing temperatures. As a function of thermal denaturation, the 1485 cm-1 mode for both duplexes experiences
an intensity increase of 34%. This comparable change in
intensity suggests that the overall reduction in the extent of
base stacking interactions is similar for the two duplexes.
Melting profiles generated from the mode intensities
(Figure 4) reveal, however, that the melting process is
distinctly different for the two duplexes. Specifically, the
A3T3 duplex experiences a significant increase in Raman
mode intensity before the expected duplex melting temperature (Tm) such that approximately 50% of the total intensity

DNA
duplex

A260a

255b

265b,c

285b,c

I1485d

calcde

A3T3
(AT)3

67
63

66
68

66
-

68
-

65
60

68
63

a Determined from temperature-dependent UV absorbance measurements. b Determined from temperature-dependent CD measurements.
c The relatively shallow melting profile of the (AT) duplex precludes
3
determination of a Tm by a first derivative at 265 and 285 nm. d Tm
determined from temperature-dependent UVRR measurements (Figure
4b). e Tm calculated from the nearest neighbor thermodynamic parameters of Santa-Lucia et al. (27) at a DNA concentration of 0.1 mM.

change has occurred by 40 °C. In contrast, the (AT)3 duplex
does not experience a significant change in Raman mode
intensity until approximately 60 °C, which corresponds
to the Tm determined by UV absorption spectroscopy
(Table 1).
The modes shown in Figure 4 arise from ring stretching
and bending motions of the dA and dT residues. Specifically,
the 1485 cm-1 mode arises from bending motions of the
C2-H and C8-H bonds coupled with stretching of the C8C9 bond, and the 1335 cm-1 mode mainly arises from
stretching vibrations of the imidazole ring (21, 22). The 1604
and 1650 cm-1 modes correspond to dA NH2 scissors and
dT C4dO stretching vibrations, respectively. All of these
vibrations are coupled to stretching vibrations of their
respective rings, leading to their resonance enhancement
(21-23). Other vibrational modes arising from adenosine
and thymidine yield comparable melting profiles for both
duplexes (data not shown). The pronounced increase in the
Raman intensity of the A3T3 duplex, centered at approximately 35 °C, is attributed to a premelting transition
of the A3T3 tract (11-14).
(2) Frequency Changes. Similar temperature-dependent
changes are observed for the frequency of the dT C4dO
stretching vibration occurring at 1645 cm-1 at 5 °C (Figure
5a). This mode is comprised of both C4dO and C5dC6
stretching vibrations (23) and is sensitive to H-bonding at
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FIGURE 4: (a-d) Temperature-dependent relative UV Raman intensities of the 1335, 1485, 1604, and 1650 cm-1 modes of the A3T3 (0)
and (AT)3 (b) duplexes obtained with 260 nm excitation. All intensities that are shown represent an average of at least two different data
sets and have been normalized to their maximum value. Sample conditions were as described in the legends of Figures 2 and 3. For clarity,
error bars are shown for the A3T3 data only, and comparable error bars can be drawn for the (AT)3 data. In panels c and d, the A3T3 data
are shown with the left axis and (AT)3 data with the right axis.

the C4 carbonyl group (15, 24). Carbonyl stretching vibrations typically experience an increase in vibrational frequency
with a reduction in H-bonding strength (20). For 1-methylthymine, comparable frequency shifts of the C4dO
stretching vibration were observed in a non-H-bond-donating
solvent compared to water (24). In the case of the A3T3
duplex, a significant portion of the frequency shift occurs
before the duplex melting temperature (∼65 °C) has been
reached. Thus, the increase in the C4dO stretching frequency
of the A3T3 duplex occurs concurrently with the observed
changes in Raman intensity and at a lower temperature than
the (AT)3 duplex.
The changes in the dT C4dO stretching frequency are
also correlated with a frequency shift of the dA NH2 scissors
vibration in the A3T3 duplex, as shown in Figure 5b. The
scissors vibration which is coupled to a ring vibration of the
adenosine pyrimidine ring shifts to lower frequency with a
weakening of H-bonding at the NH2 functional group (15,
23, 24). Thus, the increase in the dT C4dO stretching
frequency (from 1645 to 1655 cm-1) and the decrease in
the dA NH2 scissors frequency (from 1608 to 1602 cm-1)
are both consistent with a reduction in H-bonding strength
with an increase in temperature. The correlated nature of
the frequency changes strongly suggests that they arise from

a reduction in H-bond strength between these two functional
groups. For the dT C4dO (Figure 5a) and the dA NH2
vibrations, the magnitude of the frequency change as a
function of temperature for the A3T3 duplex is larger than
that obtained for the (AT)3 duplex. At temperatures <55 °C,
the changes in frequency of these two groups are attributed
to a reduction in the strength of a cross-strand three-centered
H-bond between A5 and T19 as observed in the X-ray crystal
structure (Figure 1) (6). Similar frequency changes were
observed in an UVRR investigation of poly(dA)‚poly(dT)
and were ascribed to a loss in strength of a three-centered
H-bond during the premelting transition (15).
Circular Dichroism Spectra. The melting behavior of the
two dodecamer duplexes was also examined by CD spectroscopy (Figure 6). The temperature-dependent spectra of
both duplexes reveal spectral features at low temperatures
that are indicative of general B-DNA structure (25). Specifically, the A3T3 duplex exhibits maxima at 284.5 and 219
nm and a minimum centered at 253 nm, and the (AT)3 duplex
exhibits maxima at 279 and 226 nm and a minimum at 251
nm. At shorter wavelengths (<230 nm), the spectrum of the
(AT)3 dodecamer is similar to that obtained for poly(dAdT)‚poly(dA-dT) (26). At higher temperatures, the spectra
of the two duplexes closely resemble each other, as expected.
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FIGURE 5: (a) Temperature-dependent UVRR frequency of the dT
C4dO mode of the A3T3 (0, left axis) and (AT)3 (b, right axis)
duplexes obtained with 260 nm excitation. Frequencies result from
an average of at least two different data sets. (b) Comparison of
the temperature-dependent UVRR frequencies of the dT C4dO (0,
left axis) and dA NH2 (9, right axis) modes for the A3T3 duplex.
Frequencies result from an average of at least two different data
sets. For clarity, representative error bars for all data sets are shown
for the A3T3 data in panel a.

For the A3T3 duplex, the largest change in CD intensity is
observed at 255 nm; a smaller intensity change coupled with
a peak wavelength shift (283 f 278 nm) occurs at
wavelengths above 275 nm. Interestingly, the (AT)3 duplex,
which also has a large temperature-dependent intensity
change at 250 nm, exhibits minimal intensity changes above
275 nm and no change in peak wavelength.
A comparison of the molar ellipticity at 255 nm as a
function of temperature (Figure 7a) demonstrates that the
A3T3 duplex begins melting at a lower temperatures than
does the (AT)3 duplex. This behavior, as in the UVRR data,
is suggestive of a premelting transition in the A3T3 duplex
that is not present in the (AT)3 duplex. This premelting
transition appears to be centered between 30 and 35 °C
(Table 2). In an earlier report, Chan and co-workers proposed
that the ellipticity at 247 nm mainly monitored the global
duplex to single-strand transition and the ellipticity at 285
nm monitored a unimolecular premelting transition between
B′- and B-DNA (13). These measurements were taken with
poly(dA)‚poly(dT) and kinetoplast DNA. We observe that
the temperature dependence of the CD data is highly
wavelength-dependent, and a comparison of melting data
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FIGURE 6: Temperature-dependent CD spectra. (a) A3T3 duplex,
where the concentration was 1.48 × 10-4 M in 10 mM cacodylate
buffer (pH 7.0) with 1.0 M Na+ and 10 µM Na2EDTA. (b) (AT)3
duplex, where the concentration was 2.18 × 10-5 M in 10 mM
cacodylate buffer (pH 7.0) with 1.0 M Na+ and 10 µM Na2EDTA.
Measurements were taken at the indicated temperatures.

obtained at 250 nm provides little evidence for a premelting
transition, in agreement with the findings of Chan and coworkers (13). In contrast, melting data obtained for the A3T3
duplex at 260 (data not shown) and 265 nm (Figure 7b)
reveal significant increases in molar ellipticity at temperatures
consistent with a premelting transition.
In the CD data, the convolution of the premelting and
global duplex melting transitions leads to an apparent lower
Tm for the A3T3 duplex at 255 nm (Figure 7a). This finding
is in contrast to the predicted melting behavior of these
duplexes based on empirically derived thermodynamic
parameters (27) (Table 1). Interestingly, the CD-determined
Tm of the (AT)3 duplex is higher than that determined by
UV absorption or UV resonance Raman spectroscopic
methods (Table 1). At this time, the origin of the elevated
Tm of the (AT)3 duplex as measured by CD is not known.
At wavelengths which yield a better separation of the
premelting and duplex transitions or wavelengths that are
solely reflective of the duplex transition, the Tms determined
for the A3T3 duplex are more consistent with the expected
values (Table 1).
We find, however, that the molar ellipticity at 285 nm
does not show any evidence of a premelting transition (Figure
7b). Ellipticity changes above 275 nm have been correlated
with the degree of twisting of the duplex (28). It is possible
that the longer A tracts and homopolymer used in the earlier
studies (13, 14) experienced a greater degree of untwisting
during the premelting transition than the relatively short
dodecamer duplexes used in the study presented here. We
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Table 2: Enthalpic Contribution of the Premelting Transition

DNA duplex
poly(dA)‚poly(dT)b
[d(GA4T4C)]2d
phased (A5)e
A3T3g

percent relative
∆H
contribution of the
Tm (°C) [kcal (mol‚cu)-1] [kcal (mol‚bp)-1] [kcal (mol‚A‚T bp)-1] [kcal (mol‚A‚A steps)-1] three-centered H-bonda
34.5
28
32
30

20.2c
16.0
70f
15.1

1.8
1.6
1.6
1.3

2.0
3.5
2.5

2.2
4.4
3.8

13

a
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The percent relative contribution is defined as the ∆H of the three-centered H-bond determined from UVRR measurements relative to the ∆H
(kilocalories per mole per A-A step) determined from CD measurements multiplied by 100. b The reported values represent averages of two independent
studies using temperature-dependent CD (13) and UV absorbance (30) measurements. c The cooperative unit of poly(dA)‚poly(dT) has been calculated
to be 11 bp (11). d The reported values are from a calorimetric determination of the premelting transition (12). e Reported values were determined
by differential scanning calorimetry of a 45 bp duplex containing four phased (dA)5 tracts (14). f This value was determined for the 45 bp duplex;
in the same study (14), temperature-dependent CD measurements yielded a value of 16 kcal/mol per cu. g Reported values are derived from the
temperature-dependent CD measurements of this work.

FIGURE 7: Temperature-dependent CD intensities. (a) A 3T3 (9, left
axis) and (AT)3 (O, right axis) duplexes at 255 nm. The concentration of the A3T3 duplex was 1.53 × 10-4 M and of the (AT)3 duplex
was 1.45 × 10-4 M. (b) Molar ellipticities at 285 (9) and 265 (4)
nm of the A3T3 duplex as a function of temperature. The A3T3
concentration was 1.53 × 10-4 M for the 285 nm data (left axis)
and 1.48 × 10-4 M for the 265 nm data (right axis). Sample buffer
conditions were as described in the legend of Figure 6.

suggest that the temperature-dependent ellipticity at 285 nm
indicates minimal unwinding of the double helix prior to
duplex dissociation in the A3T3 duplex and is not reflective
of the B′- to B-DNA transition.
The 215 nm-Excited UVRR Spectra. UVRR spectra were
also acquired using an excitation wavelength of 215 nm,
which allows preferential investigation of deoxyribosephosphate backbone vibrations relative to base vibrations (20,
21). These modes are not as strongly enhanced as those
observed with 260 nm excitation; nevertheless, temperaturedependent intensity changes can be observed. Figure 8

FIGURE 8: Temperature-dependent relative UV Raman intensities
of the 1340 and 1530 cm-1 modes of the A3T3 (0, left axis) and
(AT)3 (b, right axis) duplexes obtained with 215 nm excitation.
Spectra (not shown) were obtained as a function of temperature
and normalized to the intensity standard Na2SO4 at 981 cm-1. The
DNA concentration was 1.3 × 10-4 M in 10 mM cacodylate buffer
(pH 7.0) containing 0.3 M Na2SO4. For clarity, error bars are shown
for the A3T3 data only, and comparable error bars can be drawn
for the (AT)3 data.

depicts the temperature-dependent intensity changes for two
modes, which are enhanced at this shorter wavelength. The
1340 cm-1 mode results from a coupled purine and ribose
ring vibration that is conformationally sensitive, occurring
at 1343 cm-1 in B-form DNA and 1309 cm-1 in A-form
DNA (29). The temperature profile for this mode is
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comparable for the two duplexes, indicating that the melting
behavior of this mode does not reflect the premelting
transition, as observed for other ring stretching modes (Figure
4). Since this vibration contains a ribose-coupled component,
we suggest that large conformational changes of the sugarphosphate backbone are not associated with the premelting
transition, which is also indicated by the CD data (see above).
The melting behavior of the cytosine mode at 1530 cm-1
was also monitored as a function of temperature (Figure 8b).
As for the 1340 cm-1 mode, the two duplexes exhibit a
similar melting profile for the 1530 cm-1 mode. At this
frequency, there is minimal contribution from the other bases;
thus, the melting profile of this mode reflects that of the
cytosine bases only. The profiles are cooperative in shape
as expected for standard B-form duplex DNA. The similarity
of the A3T3 and (AT)3 duplex melting profiles suggests that
the premelting transition, which is predominantly observed
with 260 nm excitation (Figures 4 and 5), does not extend
to the dC and dG residues. The melting profiles obtained
with 215 nm excitation strongly suggest that the premelting
transition is localized to the base stacking and H-bonding
interactions of the dA and dT bases and does not lead to a
significant perturbation of the backbone and other bases.
DISCUSSION
The Premelting Transition Is Localized to A‚T Base Pairs
in A Tracts. Previously, a premelting transition was observed
with molecules containing longer A tracts (12-15, 30) and
was mainly associated with the conversion of B′- to B-DNA
(1, 11). The midpoint of this transition occurs at ∼35 °C, as
determined by CD and differential scanning calorimetry
measurements (Table 2) (12, 14). In this study, UVRR
spectra obtained at 260 nm (Figures 4 and 5) provide strong
evidence for a premelting transition associated with the A3T3
duplex and not the (AT)3 duplex. At this excitation wavelength, base stacking and H-bonding interactions of dA and
dT residues are mainly investigated, suggesting that the
premelting transition is localized to this region of the DNA
duplex. In the premelting temperature range, an increase in
molar ellipticity is observed for the A3T3 duplex at 255 and
265 nm (Figure 7). Since CD intensities at these wavelengths
mainly reflect base stacking interactions (28), these results
also indicate that the premelting transition is localized to the
bases and not the backbone and further support the association of this transition with the A3T3 duplex.
Interestingly, UVRR experiments performed with an
excitation wavelength of 215 nm suggest that the backbone
is minimally involved in the conformational changes associated with the premelting transition. At this excitation
wavelength, many base-coupled ribose vibrations are enhanced and the thermal profiles do not show any appreciable
differences between the two duplexes (Figure 8). Ellipticity
measurements performed at 285 nm show no evidence of
untwisting or unwinding of the deoxyribose-phosphate
backbone during the premelting transition, in agreement with
UVRR results.
It had been previously suggested that changes in the
hydration of the minor groove could play an important role
in the transition from B′- to B-DNA. Ion binding in the minor
groove has also been suggested to play a role in A tract
bending (31-33). Shorter excitation wavelengths (e220 nm),
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which enhance the C2dO stretching vibration of thymine
residues (21), should preferentially monitor H-bonding and
ion binding at these sites. UVRR spectra recorded at 220,
215, and 210 nm (data not shown) do not show any evidence
of large frequency changes of the dT C2dO vibrations and
are not supportive of a large influence from ion binding or
hydration of the minor groove in the premelting transition.
However, these vibrations are weakly enhanced even at these
shorter excitation wavelengths, and minor frequency changes
could go undetected. Recent molecular dynamics simulations
and X-ray crystallographic results indicate that ion occupancy
at these sites is low (34-36), and with such small occupancies, the associated differences may be difficult to detect in
the current UVRR data.
Previous Raman experiments have suggested that poly(dA-dT)‚poly(dA-dT) undergoes a premelting transition at
temperatures comparable to those of poly(dA)‚poly(dT) (37).
In the study presented here, in which the base composition
and length of the DNA duplexes are kept the same albeit
with altered base sequences, some evidence for a small
premelting transition can be observed in the (AT)3 duplex
data (Figure 4). This duplex is expected to exhibit energetic
properties similar to those of the poly(dA-dT) heteropolymer.
In an X-ray crystal structure determination of several A-T
and A-I sequences, pronounced propeller twisting of the
adenosine and inosine residues was observed (8). Because
of the relative proximity of the dA NH2 groups induced by
the propeller twisting, formation of cross-strand bifurcated
H-bonds was postulated; therefore, it is possible that similar
premelting conformational changes could be observed for
A-T sequences. In our study, however, the magnitudes of
intensity and frequency changes observed for the (AT)3
duplex are considerably smaller than those observed for the
A3T3 duplex. For example, the 1335 cm-1 mode which arises
from stretching vibrations of the dA imidazole ring exhibits
a Raman hyperchromicity change of 18% for the A3T3 duplex
and only 6% for the (AT)3 duplex at 35 °C. Comparable
hyperchromicity changes are observed for other dA and dT
vibrational modes in the 260 nm-excited UVRR spectra. If
the premelting transition primarily results from a change in
the degree of propeller twisting and the strength of crossstrand three-centered H-bonds, then these results indicate that
the (AT)3 premelting transition is a relatively small perturbation of DNA structure compared to the A3T3 premelting
transition.
Strength of the Three-Centered H-Bond in the A Tract.
The thymidine mode observed at 1650 cm-1 arises from
coupled stretching vibrations of the C4dO and C5dC6
bonds, with small contributions from N1-H and N3-H
bending motions (23). Despite the relative complexity of this
stretching vibration, a substantial portion of the motion is
localized to the C4dO group and is therefore reflective of
any perturbations at that site (21, 24). The 10 cm-1 frequency
upshift observed for the A3T3 duplex during the duplex to
single-strand transition can be correlated with a decrease in
H-bonding strength. In contrast, the UVRR spectra of the
(AT)3 duplex exhibit a frequency shift of only 6 cm-1 over
the same temperature range. The larger frequency shift
observed for the A3T3 duplex is consistent with the formation
of a three-centered H-bond, and the strength of this H-bond
can be estimated from the difference in the magnitude of
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the frequency shift associated with the global melting of both
duplexes.
We estimate the strength of the three-centered H-bond on
the basis of the assumption that a linear relationship exists
between bond energy and frequency shift, which is valid if
the frequency shift is small relative to the overall bond energy
(38, 39). The energy of the CdO bond is approximately 743
kJ/mol (40); therefore, the change in ∆H of the bond energy
can be calculated as
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∆∆H ) (10/1655) × 743 kJ/mol ) 4.5 kJ/mol
A similar calculation for the (AT)3 duplex yields a value of
2.6 kJ/mol. A comparison of these bond energies suggests
that the strength of the three-centered H-bond in the A3T3
duplex is 1.9 kJ/mol, or 0.46 kcal/mol. In the X-ray crystal
structure of this sequence, only one three-centered H-bond
was observed from the central A5 residue to the T20 and
T19 residues (Figure 1). UVRR spectroscopy examines all
the dA and dT residues in the A tract, and the observed
frequency shift represents an average for all the dT residues
present. Thus, the observed frequency shift for the threecentered H-bond could be larger than what is observed,
causing the calculated bond enthalpy to represent a lower
limit. In fact, UVRR difference spectra obtained between
the A3T3 and (AT)3 duplexes at low temperatures are strongly
suggestive of a larger frequency shift (18). A recent study
of the interaction between 4′,6-diamidine-2-phenylindole and
DNA estimated that each bifurcated H-bond contributed
approximately 2 kcal/mol in binding energy (41). This
finding is consistent with the possibility that our determined
bond enthalpy represents a lower limit for the three-centered
H-bond.
The determined enthalpy of the three-centered H-bond is
considerably weaker (∼0.5 kcal/mol) than the bond energies
typically reported for Watson-Crick hydrogen bonds (2-3
kcal/mol) (3). However, the relative frequency shifts (4 vs
6 cm-1) would suggest that the strength of the three-centered
H-bond is approximately 75% of that of the dT C4dO‚‚‚
dA NH2 Watson-Crick H-bond. Both bond enthalpies are
probably underestimated because the mode is not 100%
localized to the dT C4dO stretch. If the van’t Hoff enthalpy
for the premelting transition is considered, then it appears
that the three-centered H-bond is one of several factors
contributing to the stabilization of B′-DNA. The CD data
can be analyzed using the model of Marky and Breslauer
(42, 43), assuming independent premelting and duplex
transitions. This analysis yields a van’t Hoff enthalpy of 15.1
( 3.3 kcal/mol with a Tm of 30 °C for the premelting
transition. These values are consistent with those previously
reported for poly(dA)‚poly(dT) (13, 30) and for d(GA4T4C)2
(12) (Table 2). In terms of the total number of base pairs, a
value of 1.3 kcal/mol per bp is obtained, which suggests that
the three-centered H-bond potentially contributes approximately 35% of the stabilization of the A5-T20 base pairs
in the B′ conformation or the premelted state. The ∆H
associated with the premelting transition is often reported
in terms of the cooperative unit, which has been estimated
to be 11 bp (11). The current work indicates that conformational changes associated with the premelting transition
are primarily confined to A‚T base pairs, but provide no
information regarding the length of the cooperative unit.
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Molecular dynamics (35), NMR (10), and X-ray crystal
structure (44) studies of A tract-containing sequences have
indicated that the observed bending is a consequence of A
tract and non-A tract regions of the sequence. Consequently,
the length of the cooperative unit for the A3T3 duplex is not
defined, and we prefer to consider the energetics of premelting and the three-centered H-bond in terms of the
number of A‚T base pairs and A-A base steps (Table 2).
If the strength of the three-centered H-bond is considered
in terms of the total number of A‚T base pairs or A-A base
steps, then the overall contribution to A tract stabilization
ranges from 10 to 20% (Table 2). This partial stabilization
from three-centered H-bonds is supported by a recent
molecular dynamics simulation of three dodecamer A tract
sequences, which indicated that the three-centered H-bonds
are a consequence of rather than a driving force for forming
the highly propeller-twisted conformation (45). Other sources
of stabilization potentially arise from improved base stacking
interactions (4, 45) and ion binding in the minor groove (31,
33, 46).
In summary, these experiments reveal that the threecentered H-bond does exist in the premelting state of the
A3T3 duplex and has an estimated strength of ∼0.5 kcal/
mol. UVRR spectroscopic evidence for the presence of the
three-centered H-bond was previously observed in the
homopolymer poly(dA)‚poly(dT) (15); however, the frequency shifts are not directly comparable because dipoledipole coupling of adjacent dT C4dO groups in the
homopolymer leads to splitting of the C4dO mode. Nevertheless, the current and previous data (15) indicate that
the three-centered H-bond is present in relatively short and
long An tracts and is a structural characteristic of A tract
DNA. The role of this H-bond in the cooperativity associated
with A tract-induced bending (17) needs to be evaluated with
additional experiments on phased A tracts. In the current
study, the strength of the three-centered H-bond is directly
determined using UVRR spectroscopy and compared to
∆Hpremelt. This comparison reveals that the three-centered
H-bond is responsible for a portion but not all of the
stabilization associated with the propeller-twisted dA residues
in An tracts. In addition, the 260 nm- and 215 nm-excited
resonance Raman data indicate that the conformational
changes associated with the premelting transition are primarily confined to the dA and dT bases of the AnTn tract.
The spectroscopic changes observed for this transition mainly
result from a reduction in the extent of base stacking
interactions and H-bonding strength of the dA and dT
residues.
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